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	civil juries haverepeatedly been the object of attacks by critics who regard them as anobstacle to efficiency in the disposition of cases,2 irrational in their decisionmakingprocess,3 or incompetent to determine the increasingly complexlegal and scientific issues that are more frequently part of modem civillitigation.4
	the Seventh Amendment was really the climax of thelong struggle over the right of the jury to find both law and fact in civil cases,and was designed to achieve a compromise between those who believed thatthe jury should have unfettered power to decide both law and fact and thosewho sought to allow judges to impose some limits on the jury's power todecide the whole of a cas
	I. THE RECEIVED WISDOM
	40. 2 JONATHAN ELLIOT, THE DEBATES, IN THE SEVERAL STATE CONVENTIONS, ON THEADOPTION OF THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION, AS RECOMMENDED BY THE GENERAL CONVENTION ATPHILADELPHIA, IN 1787, at 112 (1827)

	II THE "VERY ESSENCE OF LIBERTY"
	by the twelth century, juries came to operate as a dispute resolutionmechanism, supplanting the older forms of trial by ordeal or battle.
	One view finds theorigins of the jury in the Anglo-Saxon courts of the early Middle Ages and was associated with"the 'Anglo-Saxon' liberty that distinguished England from the Continental absolutist Romanlawregimes." Mike MacNair, Vicinage and the Antecedents of the Jury, 17 LAw & HIsr. REv. 537,539-40 (1999). From a very early point in its history, this theory holds, the jury functioned as ajudicial body composed of "laymen, who decided both factual and normative questions, or atleast decided the form of proof (testimony, documents, compurgation, ordeal, or battle) thatwould settle the dispute."
	Long years of service on both grand andpetit juries gave the average Englishman an education in self-govemment,46so that by the seventeenth century, men of modest property holdings werewell-prepared to challenge the Crown, allowing Blackstone to argue thatjuries of the "middle rank" were "the best investigators of truth and thesurest guardians of public justice.,,47
	In civil cases, on the otherhand,juries were "free to apply whatever standard they wish[ed]," creatinglegal obligations on the basis of community norms.65

	III. THE JURY IN THE COLONIES
	In England-Trial By Jury a political weapon against the Crown
	In the Colonies Trial by Jury defense against royal abuse and  a means to achieve economic self determination 
	Every American colony provided in its Charter/ Founding Documents for a right to jury trial
	the earlyAmerican jury possessed the power not only to find fact, but to determine the law
	NAVIGATION ACTS-The jury also served as a means by which the colonists could restrict theoperation of the various "navigation acts," a series of statutes designed tosecure compliance with England's intricate system of trade barriers andtariffs.
	The purpose of the acts was to make England a trade entrepot forthe colonies as well as to aid in the growth and maintenance of Englishshipping.75 The acts were designed to eliminate foreign shipping in thecolonies, control the importation of certain enumerated commodities, andstrengthen England's hold over the colonial market. In general, the actsrestricted trade between England and the colonies to goods carried inEnglish bottoms, while the export of certain commodities, such as tobacco,sugar, cotton, indigo, and ginger was restricted to British destinations. Thenavigation acts also laid heavy tariffs on certain commodities and imposedsevere fines on violators.

	SUGAR ACT-In the Sugar Act,87 Parliament not only expanded the category of cases triablein the vice-admiralty, it also altered the burden of proof in trade cases.
	STAMP ACT-The Stamp Act91 added to the controversy by extending the jurisdictionof the vice-admiralty courts.

	IV. JURIES IN THE NEW NATION
	A. THEDEBT CASES
	B. STATE COURT JURIES AND PRIZE CASES

	V. JURIES AND THE CONSTITUTION
	VI. THE RATIFICATION DEBATE
	A. THE ANTIFEDERALlST COMPLAINT
	1. Protection Against Abuse by Government Officials
	2. Protection Against Unjust Legislation
	3. Protection Against Biased or CorruptJudges
	4. Protection of Economic Rights

	B. THEDEBATEINTHESTATECONVENrIONS
	1. Pennsylvania
	2.Massachusetts
	3. South Carolina
	4. North Carolina
	5. Virginia
	George Mason
	"Weare told," he said, "that we are to part with that trial by jury which ourancestors secured their lives and property with, and we are to build castles inthe air, and substitute visionary modes of decision for that noblepalladium."247 Trial by jury was a right "which our ancestors secured theirlives and property with;" it was "essential[] to the preservation ofliberty" andcould not be alienated by a free people without inviting the most direconsequences.248
	Why do we love this trial by jury? Because it prevents the hand ofoppression from cutting you off. They may call any thing rebellion,and deprive you of a fair trial by an impartial jury of yourneighbours .... [S]hall Americans give up that which nothingcould induce the English people to relinquishl49



	VII. JURIES AND THE FIRST JUDICIARY ACT
	A. CREATING THE COURTS
	B. TRIAL BY JURY AND APPEALS OF FACT
	C. ADMIRAL1¥, EQUTIY, AND THE COMMON LA w
	D. AN ECONOMIC COMPROMISE

	VIII. THEJUDICIARY BILL AND MADISON'S AMENDMENTS
	IX. WHAT WAS PRESERVED?
	X. OF JUSTICE STORY AND HIs CRITICS
	Trial by jury was a right "which our ancestors secured theirlives and property with;" it was "essential[] to the preservation ofliberty" andcould not be alienated by a free people without inviting the most direconsequence

	Text1: To hear gentlemen of such penetration make use of such arguments, to persuade us to part with that trial by jury, is very astonishing. We are told that we are to part with that trial by jury which our ancestors secured their lives and property with, and we are to build castles in the air, and substitute visionary modes of decision for that noble palladium. I hope we shall never he induced, by such arguments, to part with that excellent mode of trial. No appeal can now be made as to fact in common-law suits. The unanimous verdict of twelve impartial men cannot be reversed. I shall take the liberty of reading to the committee the sentiments of the learned Judge Blackstone, so often quoted, on the subject. The opinion of this learned writer is more forcible and cogent than any thing I could say. Notwithstanding the transcendent excellency of this trial, its essentiality to the preservation of liberty, and the extreme danger of substituting any other mode, yet we are now about to alienate it. 


